
Open Head Center

You are a flexible thinker, which means that in your business, you'll likely
find different ways to do things.
You have the possibility of achieving a still mind, something that allows
you to tap into your inner authority easier.

Before we dive into what it means for your business to have an open/undefined
head center, let's first remember that where we are open, we receive that energy
from those who broadcast it and amplify it. This is a yin energy. It means you
have inconsistent and flexible use to the theme of that energy. You can use it or
misuse it.

Reflectors - this is not the same for you. You don't take on energy and amplify
it, you simple reflect it back, whether it's good or bad.

The theme of the head center is ideas and inspiration. You'll have buckets of
ideas and inspiration, no doubt, but they aren't coming from within. They
are coming from the outside world.

In your business, you're gifted with a constant stream of ideas. But they
aren't all yours to act on. As long as you follow your strategy and authority,
your open head center is a true gift and will provide you with inspiration
when you're around other people.

YOUR POTENTIAL GIFTS (when aligned): 

The biggest thing to understand with an open/undefined head center is that
inspiration comes from outside of you. Be open to receiving!

Remember: you're head is not where you make decision. Never act on your
thoughts without first following your strategy and authority.

Processes inspiration and ideas (a pressure center)



Open Head Center

"I should...."
"Why haven't I..."

PRESSURE CENTER: The head center, when it's open/undefined, will amplify
the energy of this center.

You'll likely feel mental pressure to answer all the questions. You'll probably
also be prone to self-doubt and worrying about things that you can't control.

The sooner you accept that you don't need to act on the mental pressure you
feel, the easier this gift of flexible thinking will be for you.

Pay attention to what you're thinking. If you find yourself thinking things like:

Or any negative, unhelpful thought, it's time to stop. The best course of action
is to step into your strategy and authority. 

When you're aligned, the true gifts of the open/undefined head center will
shine.

Processes inspiration and ideas (a pressure center)



Do you feel a compulsion to move forward with your thoughts? 

Who do you need to inform before you act?!

Did you follow your inner authority before you took action?

Instead of acting immediately on the idea, first 'inform' your partner what
you're about to do. You don't need permission, you just need them to get
out of your way so you can shine your brilliance.
You also need to 'inform' your audience. This could be a post on social
media that starts off with "I'm thinking about..." with a cute graphic to go
with it. A call to action to join a waitlist would work well here to.
Once you've informed, it's time to check in with your authority. Just
because you have an amazing idea, doesn't mean you're ready to bring it
to live. Your inner authority will guide you here.

Before you take action, do this simple check-in: 

Let's use a scenario to help you understand what this might look like in your
business...

You've just received a download on a new group program you want to bring out
into the world. You're beyond excited about it and you know this is the right move
forward.

As you take action towards implementing it, you start to encounter roadblocks...
Your partner doesn't think it's a good idea at all.  Your audience are lackluster in
their response too.

You know your idea is awesome so why isn't it working?

Here's where you might need to make adjustments:

1.

2.

3.

As a Manifestor, you will likely feel the urge to initiate on so many things... this
is why your strategy is to inform... so that you can take a beat before you do!

Open Head + Manifestor

Journal prompts for a open head + Manifestor strategy



Journal prompts for a open head + Manifestor strategy

Use this space to write everything down and work through the process of
informing and following your inner authority.

Open Head + Manifestor


